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Animation Project –3  
How to make a Animated Semaphore (06 Sep 2006) 
A buddy of mine handed me a Life Like Semaphore that worked off of train track pushing 
down on a sprung metal. Well that not very good for outdoors.  It was kind of rusted to...  
So I looked through my junk box and found a old Aristo Craft Auto track motor unit. Found it 
has Diodes built in and it only runs the motor for the distance of the throw. 
 
Here’s one Semaphore on the right that is original and the one on the left is modified. 
 

 
 
I took the Bulb and Arm throw Wire out of the Semaphore that operates the arm. Then replaced 
the bulb that they had with an 18-volt bulb. I and found a pc of brass small wire that I used the 
Life Like throw arm for a temp-let. Then where wire come out of bottom of Sig. tubing, I put 
an "S" bend (about 2 inch bend) for the auto adj. the Track motor. Then mounted the Aristo-
Craft Track motor with two cloth hanger wires. Made loops on each end in them to be able to 
bolt them to the Sig. bottom plate and to the mounting holes on the track SW. motor. I left 
about a 1-1/2" space between them. So the "S" adj. came be bent to make a full throw for the 



Sig. arm. Remember we pulled the old Sig. bulb and wires out and installed our new 18-volt 
Grain of Rice bulb in and now have to check the brass wire that operates the signal arm not to 
get hung up with the bulb wires. Try to make it free as possible being wires and arm in same 
tube or mast of Sig.  
 

 
 
I know it’s hard to see the "S" bend between the signal’s base and the switch motor. But, 
operate the signal manually by moving the control arm back and forth to check the throw to 
Signal arm. 
 
Like I said before, I wired this one up with 18v bulb (Grain of rice, clear) and added 1 watt 
wire wound Resistor at 22 ohms… (red/red/black bands on resistor.) in series on one leg of the 
Switch motor. 
 
So the idea came up being this can be worked on a haft wave set up… Just to try it out was to 
get two Monterey push buttons switches from Radio Shack and two small Diodes. 
 
I hook it up to an Ho train transformer on the accessory 18 volts AC side. Then take one wire 
(Say we called it Black) to Switch motor and lead to Bulb. Then take the other wire (Say we 
called it Red wire.) to our Radio Shack push buttons. Red wire to one button terminal and then 
to the other button terminal and soldered them on. Then on the other terminal of one push 
button put a diode with the silver ban facing the terminal and soldered it. On the second push 
button put a diode with the silver ban going away from the terminal on the push button and 
solder it. Twist the other ends of the diodes together, and then hook the other lead of the switch 
motor resistor and other lead of the bulb. Then solder them and add sink tubing to seal them. 
This will make a half wave DC to the switch motor to make it go one direction and stop. Press 
the other button and Switch motor will go the other direction and stop. Don't have to worry 



about burning out switch motor being the switch motor had diodes also built in to auto throw 
stop. 
 
Also, you can lower the voltage if you like but make sure the bulb stay light enough to see it. 
 
This will animate the Signal slow like the real ones and looks like the arm bounces. I still have 
to put some shrink tubing over resistor and connections to seal mine yet. 
 
Here it is ready for the excess base to be cut off to fit along side of the tracks. This one is 
setting on a wooden pallet to show how it set up. 
 

 
 
And side view. 
 

 
 



Another way to test this is just take the two wires that bulb and SW. motor with resistor in it, 
and hook it up to your H0 transformer 12-volt DC side. Then turn the throttle up all the way 
and just use the direction switch on your Ho transformer/pack and the arm will change and go 
up or down and the light will stay on for a Green or Red Signal. 
 
There are so may ways these can be installed on a layout. I just put a sandwich baggie around 
the Aristo SW. motor to seal it and put it in the track ballast (Aristo track auto switch are more 
or less sealed any way.) and run the wires to you console or what ever you want to operate it 
with. Were using a latching Double pole / Double throw relay for ours and reed and diode in 
track to trip it in and out of blocks. 
 
Hope this project is an easy one for you as it was for us. Now I was informed that I have to 
make a few more to put around buddy layout.  
Noel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


